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# 9. UNITED STATES
E i NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION*

g E WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

%..... July 31, 1979

Docket No. 50-293
.

Mr. G. Carl Andognini
Boston Edison Company
800 Boylston Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02199

Dear Mr. Andognini:

We have completed our review of recent storm damage sustained by the breakwater
at Pilgrim Nuclear Generating Station. This review has identified certain
questions regarding the design and construction of the breakwater and its
foundation that warrant further investigation.

Since we wish to assure ourselves of the adequacy of this important structure
at your facility, we have attached the staff report which sets forth these
questions and requests additional information that would be useful in confiming
the adequacy of the breakwater design.

Please submit the information requested in the attachment within 60 days of your
receipt of this letter. If you have any questions on this request for infomation,
contact Mr. T. L. Johnson of our Hydrology-Meteorology Branch, DSE, at
(301) 492-7288.

Sincerely,

|r

Q- ,h.k ~

Yhomas ' appolito, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #3
Division of Operating Reactors

Enclosure:
Pilgrim Nuclear Generating Station

Report on Breakwater Damage

cc w/ enclosure:
See page 2 .
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Mr. G. Carl Andognini -2- July 31, 1979

cc
Mr. Paul J. McGuire
Pilgrim Station Acting Manager .

Boston Edison Company
RFD #1, Rocky Hill Road
Plymouth, Massachusetts 02360

Anthony Z. Roisman
Natural Resources Defense Council
91715th Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20005

Henry Herrmann, Esquire
Massachusetts Wildlife Federation
151 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02111

Plymouth Public Library
North Street
Plymouth, Massachusetts 02360
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PILGRIM NUCLEAR GEf4ERATING STATION
REPORT ON BREAKWATER DAMAGE

'
.

I. INTRODUCTION

This report presents staff findings and recomendations regarding t'he

damage to the breakwater at Pilgrim Nuclear Generating Station. The

problems which are identified and discussed below regarding the break-

water damage may have safety implications at Unit 1 and licensing

implications for Unit 2.

II. BACKGROUND

The breakwater at Pilgrim Station was prohided to protect the onshore,

safety-related Unit 1 buildings, including the intake structure where the

service water pumps are located. Thebreakwaterwillalsoprohideprotection

for the propo',ed Unit 2 intake structure. This is accomplished by causing

large and potentially damaging wahes to break offshore on the breakwater,

rather than at the intake structure. The intake structure is designed to

resistresidualwaheactihityassociatedwiththepresenceofthebreakwater.

The design of the breakwater was based on physical hydraulic model tests,

conducted by Bechtel Corporation at the Unihersity of California at Berkely.

Thesetestsindicatedthatastablebreakwatersectioncouldbeprohidedwith

about 6% damage occurring to the breakwater during design conditions. The

stability criteria of 6% damage was selected based on the overall breakwater

integrity, rather than the stability of any ind'ividual armor unit. Displace-

ment of random stones will not seriously weaken the strength of the breakwater
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structure as a whole, nor adversely effect the' ability of the breakwater

to serve its safety function. Some damage was, therefore, expected; to

occur, consisting of minor displacement of individual capstones on the

outer layer of the breakwater. *

Duringthewinterof1978,damageoccurredtothebreakwaterasarehult

of a severe northeaster (See June 8, 1978 ,w mo T. Johnson to L. Hv'..can,

enclosed). The damage consisted of expected minor displacement of some

capstones, but unexpected concentrated damage to a portion of the breakwater

also occurred.

It was concluded at the time of the isolated damage that repair of break-

water would be adequate, so long as the repairs were completed in a timely

manner. No further problems were expected.

However, additional damage occurred to th; oreakwater during the winter of

1978-1979 (See site visits memo T. Johnson to L. Hulman, June 19, 1979,

enclosed.) The most severely damaged portion of the breakwater was once

again a large gap - approximately 30' long x 20' wide x 10' deep. This

damage and the damage configuration (i.e., a complete section was removed

from breakwater) were not expected. As previously stated, during near design

basis conditions only minor generalized rock displacements are expected to

occur, not removal of localized sections of the breakwater.
.

.
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III. DISCUSSION

The 1978-1979 damage raises serious questions'as to the adequacy of the

breakwatertowithstandwaYeforcesduetoseherestorms. In pa"ticular,

since large localized portions of the breakwater can be remoYed, there is

no assurance that the safety-related intake structure will be adequately

protectedfromseverewaheactihity.

We haYe been informally adhised that the Licensee has concluded that the

percent of damage to the breakwater ic consistent with the limits accepted

by the staff during the safety review of Unit 1. The accepted damage

limit is 6 percent. The licensee apparently concludes the damage, although

local in nature, is acceptable because it constitutes less than 6 percent

ofthebreakwaterlengthorYolume. We conclude this conclusion is inconsistent

with good engineering practice.

While damage to breakwater is anticipated in the design, the damage is

assumed to be generalized in nature. Under no circumstances is localized,

essentially complete, failure of a breakwater cross section anticipated or

acceptable.

At the present time, the reason for the breakwater inadequacy is not known.

The design of the breakwater was based on model tests performed by the licensee
~

and his consultants. Reasons why the breakwater has failed may includ'e one

or more of the following:

a) The_model testing program (on which the breakwater design was based)

inadequately identified the magnitude and duration of forces inYolYed,
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b) the test results were not adequately reflected in the prototype
*design, rad

c) the prototype breakwater was not constructed as designed (i.e.,

in a maner similar to the model with regard to rock size and

configuration).

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based upon the two consecutive failures of the breakwater, there are

serious questions as to the capability of the breakwater to protect tne

intake structure during severe storm events. At this time there is

inadequate information and data for the staff to independently determine

the cause of the failures. Therefore, the licensee for Unit 1 should

be requested to submit to the NRC staff the following design and construction

information:

a. photographic documentation of the existing and damaged breakwater,

b. detailed descriptions of the damage which occurred in the winters of

1978 and 1979.

c. as-built drawings of the breakwater.

d. the results of field measurements and weighings to determine
. .

average rock size.

e. additional discussion and evaluations of the model studies to

support the adequacy of the prototype breakwater designs,

f. a sumary report comparing the model testing to the prototype design,

and to the constructed breakwater.
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9 an evaluation, with bases, for why the t,reakwater failed.

h. descriptions of proposed surveillance and repair procedures to

be implemented for future maintenance of the breakwater.
,

i. cross sections of the breakwater established by survey at the

two locations of past instability and for a distance of at least

100 feet on either side of the problem areas. The survey should

extend at least 100 feet beyond the toes of t'e breakwater section

to establish the existing ground profile and depth of ..ter.

J. areal and depth limits where unsuitable materials were removed

within the breakwater foundation on the previously requested

as-built drawings.

all bcring logs of offshore explorations near the breakwater alignment.-

In lieu of the above information, an analysis could be submitted

documenting the capability of the intake structure and shoreline revet-

ment to resist design wave forces and flooding in the complete absence

of breakwater. If the capability of the intake structure cannot be

so documented, it would also be acceptable to document that consequences

of flooding and intake structures and revetment failures do not exceed

the 10 CFR 100 guidelines. This information should be submitted as soon

as possible.
,

We understand that repairs to 1979 damaged portions are currently under-

way, with completion expected in about four weeks. This is considered

to be an adequate first step in proving the capability of the breakwater.

We recomend that the licensing board for Unit 2 be notified of the potential

problem regarding the stability of the breakwater. . Concurrently, the Board

should be advised that the applicant has comitted to submit the final design
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analyses for the Unit 2. intake structure for our review and approhal prior

to conrnencement of construction of the Unit 2 intake structure (Section 2.4.2

of the SER). Therefore, any safety implications of the breakwater will be

reflected during our reYiew of the final design of the Unit 2 intake

structure. In addition, the Unit 2 intake structure can be designed to withstand

the design basis flood forces without credit for the effects of the breakwater.
.
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